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Jordan Aero Flight has always been the most explosive sneaker in wrestling and entertainment history. It shows the most memorable
wrestlers with iconic icons and some details. You may Jordan Aero Flight prior to " WWF Pack" also some impression, but this time
we can see that this color is not so exaggerated colors and textures, just simple color black white red, with white leather shoes and fly
line mix, heel with black patent leather material, very dazzling in the end, the black white red tricolour lines under a rubber outsole, the
other black shoes focus body also brisk red lining and ankle large JUMPMAN LOGO. This section is now available on Gallery2, and
friends who like you can pay attention to it. 2012-6-3 07:58 upload and download attachments (83.75 KB) 

as Nike Air Flow Nike Lunar Flow upgrade version can be said to be very popular, but the Nike once again launched the latest series
of Lunar Flow in the summer of 2012 new Woven, this shoe body with a classic and brilliant yellow suede woven materials and
advanced materials and design, and collocation color contrast large navy blue lining, while the midsole cushioning technology is still
the strongest white sole Lunar. This is expected to be available before Asia, and our favorite friends can follow our follow-up reports. 
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